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Biography 

Marie-Louise is one of Ireland’s foremost children’s book authors and illustrators. From a young 
age she knew she wanted to be an artist and studied design and illustration at the Dublin Institute 
of Technology (COMAD, DIT).  Her artwork is collected by the National Library of Ireland and she 
was invited to contribute to the international travelling exhibition of Irish picturebook creators 
Pictúir curated by Laureate na nÓg Niamh Sharkey. She has recently completed a 3 year 
residency funded by the Arts Council of Ireland in Marino Institute of Education, an associated 
College of Trinity College Dublin.  With multiple nominations to the CBI Children’s Book Awards, 
Marie-Louise has come away with the award for Children’s Book of the Year on 4 occasions.


Marie-Louise lives and works in Co. Wicklow, Ireland with her husband Michael Emberley also a 
picturebook maker.




	 Statement

Curious and thoughtful in her approach, Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick is an exceptional illustrator who 
has made a lasting contribution both to children's literature and to the lives of children worldwide. 
The originality of her voice, and gentle sense of humour, together with her deft use of line and 
colour; and the depth of the characters she creates, have made her a beloved illustrator both at 
home in Ireland, and abroad. 


Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick’s lifetime dedication to children’s literature is outstanding. Fitzpatrick has 
proven many times over that she understands children: their doubts, fears, their hopes and 
dreams. She creates a personal and unique universe in her picture books, taking the child’s 
perspective as paramount. 


Her originality and versatility is showcased in her body of work. She has illustrated more than 22 
books, most of which, she has written too.  Fitzpatrick has a powerful imagination, and a curious 
and philosophical perspective. She uses intricate and sophisticated visual language in her picture 
books; through her character design, the variance of her layouts, perspectives, and her artistic 
techniques. 


Her ability to freely use different mediums over her illustrative career is impressive.  Delicate 
watercolours in ‘The Sleeping Giant,’ assured pencil drawings illuminate ‘The Long March,’ and 
luminous acrylic brushstrokes give warmth and expression to her characters in ‘There,’ and ‘I am 
I.’ Fitzpatrick was very proud of these two titles at the time saying, ‘I pushed my own boundaries – 
artistically and subject-wise – and went somewhere new.’ 


Fitzpatrick has continued to push boundaries over the last few years, mastering a digital painterly 
woodcut style in her wordless picture book ‘Owl Bat Bat Owl,’ proving very comfortable in both 
the traditional and digital world.  Fitzpatrick treats her audience with respect in her illustrations; 
her perception, compassion and warmth are woven through her books.  Her ideas are often 
simple, but she executes them with empathy. ‘Izzy and Skunk’ has been used with young people 
by psychiatrists, and ‘There’ is used in classrooms to introduce kids to philosophy. In 2008 Marie-
Louise was honoured to contribute an illustration to ‘We Are All Born Free’ a picture book 
depicting the Universal Declaration Of Human Rights.  It was published to great acclaim and had 
many international editions. 


Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick has ‘a particular eye,’ she has the ability to capture the thoughts that go 
through a young child’s mind. She uses the child’s viewpoint to great effect in her illustrations - 
often juxtaposing the real world alongside the imaginative. This illustrative technique is her power 



tool, and I believe one of the reasons why both children and adults connect strongly with her 
work. Fitzpatrick also has the ability to create silent pivotal scenes that strengthen the emotional 
connection with the child reader. This was used to great effect in ‘I am I’ and in her silent picture 
book ‘Owl Bat Bat Owl.’


Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick is a master when it comes to charting the personal journeys we make in 
early childhood, the small events that change us, the little battles and triumphs we encounter as 
we grow up. 


I believe that her illustrations and books have a lasting appeal, a universality, and that she has 
contributed hugely both to children's literature, and to making the world, for children, a better 
place.


Niamh Sharkey is an award-winning author and illustrator of children’s picture books and creator 
and executive producer of Disney Junior’s animated preschool series Henry Hugglemonster. 
Niamh is the former Children’s Laureate of Ireland (2012-2014). 






























List of the 5 books sent to the jurors.

Izzy and Skunk

I’m a tiger too!

There

I am I



Owl Bat Bat Owl

Ten of the most important titles by Marie-Louise Fitzpatrick

An chanáil (An Gúm, 1988)  
The sleeping giant (Brandon Press, 1991) 
The long march (Wolfhound, 1997/Tricycle Press 
Izzy and Skunk (Gullane, UK, 2000) 
I’m a tiger too! (Gullane, UK, 2001) 
You me and the big blue sea! (Gullane, UK, 2002) 
I am I (Roaring Brook Press, 2006) 
There (Roaring Brook Press, 2009) 
The new kid (Hodder Children’s 2014) 
Owl Bat, Bat Owl (Walker Books, 2016) 



Bibliography

An Chanáil 1988

Sleeping giant           1991; 2002

Cinderella's fella 1995

A right royal pain : Rumpelstiltskin - 
the true story

1996

The emperor's birthday suit 1997

Shak and the beanstalk 1997

Fionn the cool 1998

Séanna 1998

The Long March 1997

The Long March 1998

Rusty nails & astronauts : a Wolfhound 
poetry anthology

1999

Izzy and Skunk 2000

Lisa und Muffel 2000

Stine og Stink 2000

Unknown 2000

I'm a tiger too! 2001

Ich bin auch ein tiger! 2001

Ik ben ook een tijger! 2001

You, me and the big blue sea 2002

Sleeping giant 2002

Jasmine's Lion 2005

Silly Mummy, silly daddy 2006

Silly school 2007

Silly baby 2009

There 2008

La Bas 2008

Pieni Kulkija 2008

I am I 2006

Owl bat, bat owl 2016

Testa in Su, Testa in Giù 2016

Fleder Eule Eulen Maus 2016

Ugle Flagermus Flagermus Ugle 2016

Mijn Tak! Mijn Tak! 2016

New kid 2014



Awards

An Chanáil  

Readers Association of Ireland Book Award 1989, Irish Book Awards Design Medal 1989, Bisto Book of 
the Decade (Irish language) 1990


The Sleeping Giant 

Bisto Honour Award, 1992


The Long March 

Smithsonian Notable Book 1998, Bisto Honour Award 1999, RAI Special Merit Award 1999, IBBY Honour 
Book (illustration) 2000


Izzy and Skunk 

Bisto/CBI Book of the Year 2001, a Schools & Libraries Best Book 2000 (USA)


I’m a Tiger Too 

shortlisted for Bisto/CBI awards 2002


You, Me and the Big Blue Sea 

Bisto/CBI Book of the Year 2003


Silly Mammy, Silly Daddy 

shortlisted for Irish Book Awards 2006


There 

Bisto/CBI Book of the Year 2010, Bisto Illustration Honour Award 2010, a Carle Museum Picture Book of 
Distinction 2009


Owl Bat Bat Owl 

a Junior Library Guild Fall Selection 2017, nominated for the CILIP Kate Greenaway 2018



